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In this issue we focus on:
l Spring Budget
l House Prices

Spring Budget
Wednesday 8th March will mark the Chancellor’s last Spring Budget. A second Budget will follow before the end
of this year, after which the switch to the new timetable of a single annual Autumn Budget will take effect.

This year’s first Budget, just 4 weeks before the tax year-end, is expected to acknowledge the sobering
pronouncements made 6 weeks ago by the Office of Budget Responsibility (OBR). Their pre-Christmas forecast
for this year was of slowing GDP, rising inflation, zero real earnings growth and higher Net Debt. 

Interesting stuff but it seems to me that there are so many economic implications of our exit from the EU, that the
task of predicting the UK’s future economic performance is a job more suited to William Hill than the Treasury or
the OBR. Indeed, given the lamentable track record of both of these institutions, the bookies might be the safer
bet! Nevertheless, the OBR’s 2017-2018 forecast of lower trade flows, lower investment, lower potential output, a
slowing economy and rising deficits is bound to be adopted within the Chancellor’s final Spring Budget provisions
in 7 weeks’ time. 

You may recall that the Chancellor ruled out further ‘austerity’ measures in his November Autumn Statement.
Stripped of these options he’ll be anxious to introduce fresh cost-cutting to help counter the widening deficit.
Higher net tax receipts will be another major objective – with increases being imposed wherever the economy can
best stand them. Pension Contribution allowance and reliefs are an easy target, being increasingly cited by the
Treasury as a ‘cost’ of £40 billion. The accusation of unequal distribution of these allowances and reliefs is difficult
to counter – and with the PM’s ‘shared society’ ethos, higher rate relief looks desperately vulnerable. I think it’s
going to go, so if a contribution is intended this year, make it now!

House Prices
The private housing market has been the darling of successive Chancellors for many years now. Long gone are
the days when, left to itself, the market was simply a reflection of the economic health of the nation. Today, the
housing market is treated as if it’s one of the key economic drivers of the economy – irrespective of its propensity
to lock up capital, generate no income, exacerbate infrastructure shortcomings and foster workforce immobility.
We’re now at the stage where, for the majority of the working population, home ownership has become their sole
long-term financial planning objective. 

The domestic housing market has now assumed such political importance that no Chancellor dare let it falter –
lest the consequences of years of government policy come home to roost. It’s not hard to understand why. No
house-buyer under the age of 40 has ever experienced a house price recession. For them, house purchase has
been a no-brainer, a one-way ticket to personal wealth. All you had to do was borrow the money. 
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15 years ago, mortgage interest rate hovered around 6% and an average West Midlands first-time-buyer purchased
their first home with a mortgage equal to 2.7 x joint income. In 2016, with mortgage interest rate of around 2%, the
average West Midlands first-time-buyer purchased their home with a mortgage of 4.5 x their joint income. These
higher borrowings being attainable and affordable through monthly repayments based on near-zero interest rates.
The financial risk here is plain to see, for when monthly repayments are driven up by higher mortgage interest,
then the equivalent loan to income multiple will spiral. A mortgage rate of 4% would equate to 5.5 x joint earnings
- and the servicing cost of a mortgage at these levels would compare closely to the property market of 1990 - just
prior to the 30% house price crash of 1992-1994.

The current sky-high property market should have corrected itself long ago – but it hasn’t. Near-zero interest rates
are one reason, unlimited credit another and relatively full employment a third. But above all of these, stands
government policy, quantitative easing and the direct injection of tax-payers’ money. The domestic housing market
now benefits from eight specific taxpayer funded incentives. Cash giveaways, grants and government guarantees
for individuals, together with soft loans to housing associations, publicly funded discounts for private sector builders
and ‘Incentive Bonuses’ to Local Authorities, to reward the granting of Planning Permission. The end result of all
of these subsidies has yet to be seen – but the effect so far, has been of a market that has grown like topsy –
courtesy of its subsidies. 

Current house prices are unsustainable – and will inevitably fall back. It’s just a matter of how soon interest rates
will be forced upwards by the country’s increasing borrowing needs and fragile currency. Doubtless the
Government will throw more of our money at this burgeoning dilemma – but markets cannot be faced down for
ever. A weaker Pound imports inflation. Brexit may weaken it further. Inflation necessitates interest rate increases
– more so, when allied to higher borrowing. Debt servicing costs will rise. They cannot do otherwise. Higher
mortgage repayments will bear down on value and choke off demand.

We hear much about ‘demand’. It’s a prime factor in the first-time-buyer market, but demand will always be
predicated upon price – and price, within a competitive free-market environment, is determined by availability and
servicing cost. Availability seems hopelessly mired in the labyrinthine corridors of planning permission. So much
‘brown field’ land goes begging - witness the former primary school site adjacent to our offices that’s remained
serviced but largely unused these past 30 years. So if availability isn’t going to change then servicing cost is the
sole driver. Higher servicing costs constrain borrowing limits and smaller borrowings lead to lower prices. And
then, at last, a long overdue market correction will come about.

All of this is entirely healthy. It has to be – for pumping scarce (borrowed) public money into a domestic market
that generates little return, is no way to develop international trade, generate technical expertise, encourage
entrepreneurial risk-taking or workforce mobility.

Let it come. 
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